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Hello and welcome to this course introducing the core 
values, principles and basics of Ayurveda Cooking! 

Ayurveda is a tangible reminder that you are an 
integral part of this natural world, alive with radiance 
and grace. In fact, you are a mirror of all that is mighty 
and majestic, good and great, and you are made of the 
very same power that ignites and sustains all existence.  

From the root words Ayur meaning “life,” and Veda meaning “science,” Ayurveda 
is the science of life, of living vibrantly, which seeks not just the absence of disease 
but radiant aliveness. Ayurveda views every individual as a vital expression of life, 
with innate intelligence and regenerative powers - forces that can be nurtured for 
healing and recovery, or optimized for vibrant wellness.

To me, cooking is where Ayurvedic wisdom comes home - where nature, in her 
great generosity, offers herself most fully to us, letting us touch, taste, smell, and 
behold her beauty while turning everyday meals into a nourishing bounty of 
balance and delight. 

In this course I invite you into my kitchen where we begin with basic principles, 
sample the six tastes, look at the science of creating balanced meals, set up the 
Ayurvedic kitchen, learn to work with the seasons and with spices, then cook up 
meals that constitute the essence of Ayurvedic nutrition, including breakfast, lunch 
and dinner, plus a few basics that build flavor and nutritional density, concluding 
with tonics and teas that enhance digestion and comfort. 

Ayurvedic wisdom claims, “When diet is wrong, medicine is of no use. When diet 
is correct, medicine is of no need.” This course lays the groundwork for you to 
tailor meals that are healthy, wholesome, joyfully homemade, and correct for you. 

I hope you enjoy learning, growing, creating and tasting your way to sacred, 
sumptuous wellness.  

Thank you,  
xo Laura
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The body, spirit, intellect and 
thoughts are all dependent  
upon the heart.  
~ Charaka Samhita

In this course you have 8 lessons, each with video, 
PDF booklet and a quiz to test your knowledge ~  

Lesson 1: Five Elements } 3 Doshas  
Lesson 2: The Six Tastes
Lesson 3: Seasons & Spices  
Lesson 4: Setting Up Your Kitchen
Lesson 5: Ayurvedic Basics  
Lesson 6: Breakfast
Lesson 7: Lunch & Dinner  
Lesson 8: Tonics & Teas

You also have access to a discussion board to ask 
questions, post inspiration and connect with others 
taking the course, and with me.

AN INTRODUCTION 
Five Elements, Three Doshas, Six Tastes: Turning the Sum of You 
Into the Yum of You
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Shall I not have intelligence  
with the earth?   

Am I not partly leaves and 
vegetable mould myself?                                                                

-Henry David Thoreau

What is Ayurveda and why does it matter?

Have you ever been under so much pressure you felt 
like you were going to explode? Have you noticed in 
those moments that gazing out a window, going for 
a walk, or simply throwing water on your face eases 
the tension and even promotes peace? 

Have you ever started the day so groggy and 
sluggish you wonder how you will make it through 
the day - but then you dragged yourself out for 
exercise and suddenly felt awake, clear-minded and 
ready for anything? Have you noticed the tendency 
to dive under cover when the winds are fierce or 
how much more rest you need in the winter? 

If any of these experiences are familiar, then you 
have observed the science of Ayurveda and are 
already putting its practices to work for you. 

Ayurveda is the science of “Know Thyself.” The 
more we know about the uniqueness of ourselves, 
the more we can create the balance that is necessary 
for any healing to occur while also enjoying vitality, 
ease, contentment and abundance in our lives. 

Knowing yourself begins with knowing your 
constitution and the lifelong tendencies it expresses. 
In Ayurveda we call this Prakriti, meaning your 
nature, your mind-body-spirit complex.

Because the only constant in nature is change, Vikriti 
looks at your state of being now, and all the factors 
contributing, to restore you to your Prakriti.  
 
Both Prakriti and Vikriti arise from the five elements.
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ELEMENTS  

To articulate our individual tendencies, Ayurveda explains that we are each 
microcosms of the macrocosm - that the universe is within each being. The 
universe is seen as comprised of five prime elements ~ space, air, fire, water, 
earth, and some combination of these elements is found everywhere in nature, 
including in each human being as an expression of nature.

These elements, in their biological form, create Doshas, or tendencies toward 
imbalance. There are three Doshas: Vata, a combination of air and space; Pitta, a 
combination of fire and water; and Kapha, water and earth. 

Each of us has all five elements in our being, but every individual is born with a 
unique combination of these elements that gives a tendency towards one dosha 
- Vata, Pitta or Kapha - throughout our lives. 
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DOSHAS 
Vata 
Gazelle, hummingbird, stars, bamboo,  
violin, sand, orchid, emu, hurricane… 

Vatas are creative, imaginative, innovative, playful, sensitive, intuitive, healing, 
empathic, sometimes spiritual. Combining space and air, Vata dosha can be 
drying, spacey, restless, ungrounded. There can be pain, cold feet, tremors, 
constipation, arthritic conditions, overall weakness, chronic fatigue, degenerative 
bone disorders, insomnia and anxiety.

Pitta  
Tiger, eagle, sun, pine, cello,  
clay, rose, kangaroo, volcano…  

Pitta is mainly fire, which helps in all processes of digestion, transformation, and 
conversion, providing clarity, perception, illumination, courage, determination, 
passion, focus. When imbalanced, Pitta can give intensity, irritability, even anger.  
There can be sensitive skin, rashes, acne, boils, chronic inflammation, irritable 
bowel, hypertension, heart disease.

Kapha  
Elephant, swan, moon, oak, bass,  
mud, chrysanthemum, koala, avalanche…  

Kapha, as earth and water combined, represents structure and stability. Kapha 
people are patient, nurturing, easy-going, devoted, kind, loyal, strong, with good 
stamina and strong memories. When Kapha is imbalanced, there is sluggishness, 
congestion, sadness, even depression. Physically, there can be asthma, obesity, 
diabetes, cancer. 
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BALANCE 
As a science of the elements, 
Ayurveda teaches us to restore 
balance with the other elements. For 
example, Pitta intensity can be 
relieved by the element of space: sky 
gazing, open listening, intentional 
pauses throughout the day. Water 
tempers the heat of Pitta: swimming, 
river rafting, keeping a water 
fountain in the office. The air element 
helps Pitta go with the flow: deep 
breaths observing the inhale and 
exhale, mindful walks, bike rides. 

Waking up groggy or lethargic is a sign of Kapha Dosha. We balance Kapha with 
fire, as in aerobic exercise that makes you sweat, spicy foods that increase the 
digestive agni, mental challenges that require focus. The air element relieves 
heavy Kapha with strong breathing exercises that also build heat, open the 
respiratory channels, and increase circulation. All engaged activity is great for 
Kapha, including circulating in the world, getting out more, trying new things, 
meeting new people, exploring new ideas. The Kapha tendency towards 
stagnation and attachment can be balanced with regular detoxification programs 
that include purging the body, mind, heart - and closets! 

Winter is Vata season. It is a time when our system can be weaker and prone to 
colds, flu, respiratory ailments. It is an important time to rest, replenish, restore. 
Hearty foods with sweet spices like cinnamon, nutmeg, cardamom, and ginger 
fortify, ground and warm fragile Vata.  Slow the pace, find time for stillness, stare 
at a fire or candle to concentrate the distracted mind, and massage your skin 
daily with lots of warm oil to counter the drying effects of Vata. 
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Ayurveda offers remedies through food, herbs, exercise, breath practices, stress 
reduction exercises, relationship, career and lifestyle guidance – in other words, 
natural, safe, holistic remedies that empower and nourish the whole you.   

Our health and well-being is determined by the state of our dosha, so knowing 
your own special combination of elements can help you restore balance, live with 
optimal health, mental clarity, emotional stability, and vibrant radiance.  
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YOUR DOSHA 

Determine Your Dosha with a Dosha Quiz  

1. There is a basic dosha quiz below.
2. The dosha quiz on my website is simpler  
and follows up your quiz with details on 
the doshas and maintaining balance. 
3. The most thorough dosha quiz is in my 
book, Ayurveda Cooking For Beginners. 

© Laura Plumb lauraplumb.com �9

"Plants bring us love, the 
nourishing power of the sun, 

which is the same energy of all  
the stars, of all light.  

These cosmic energies emanated 
by plants thus nourish, sustain 

and make us grow. They offer us 
not only their own nutritive value 

but the very light and love from 
the stars, from the cosmos  

whose messengers they are."  
-Dr Vasant Lad, Ayurvedic 

Physician

https://lauraplumb.com/discover-your-dosha-2/
http://www.apple.com
http://lauraplumb.com
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DOSHA QUIZ 
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Air Fire Water

VATA
Vata people tend to be 
creative, imaginative and 
sensitive. When Vata is 
out of balance, though, 
insomnia, joint pain, 
anxiety and other nervous 
disorders may be present. 
Digestive problems ~ con-
stipation, cramps, and 
even premenstrual pain ~ 
are usua$y due to a Vata 
imbalance. Keep Vata 
warm and grounded. 

 
PITTA
Pitta people are usua$y 
inte$igent, sharp, witty 
passionate, and focused. 
Fiery emotions such as 
jealousy, anger, intoler-
ance, should be avoided to 
keep Pitta in balance. 
Soothe your Pitta with 
cooling words, foods and 
stress-reducing practices. 

KAPHA
Kaphas are strong, steady, 
nurturing and calm with 
a positive outlook on life.  
When out of balance, 
though, they can become 
stagnant, stubborn and 
depressed. Cool Kaphas 
need stimulation and 
warmth to remain light, 
upbeat and engaged, &eely 
sharing their natural 
generosity and heart.

YOUR DOSHA
Please check any that apply and total them below each section:

Physical  ! !    Temperament ! !  Under Stress 
Thin frame____  !    Talks fast or a lot____ !  Loses weight____
Prominent joints____ !    Indecisive____  ! !  Constipation____
Very tall or short____ !    Learns fast, but forgets____ !  Excess gas____ 
Variable appetite____!    Enthusiastic/joyful____  !  Restless/active____
Weight at middle____ !    Psychic____  !! !  Chronic pain____
Chilly____  ! !    Sensitive to noise/lights____    Light sleeper____
Dry kinky hair____  !    Creative/artistic____ ! !  Anxious/fearful____ 
Small dry eyes____           Intuitive____  ! !  Variable energy____  
Joint discomfort____  !    Introspective____  ! !  Panic attacks____
 !  !
TOTAL____

! !
Physical  ! !     Temperament ! !   Under Stress 
Medium build____ !     Words sharp/concise____ !   Rashes ____
Athletic____  ! !     Competitive____ ! !   Excess sweat ____
Warm-blooded____ !     Intelligent/perceptive____!   Body odor ____
Oily, soft skin____  !     Keen memory ____ ! !   Gastritis/ulcers ____ 
Freckles/pimples____ !     Irritable/impatient____ !   High blood pressure__
Premature gray____  !     Successful____ ! !   Sleep sound/short____
Straight fine hair____ !     Jealous____ ! ! !   Eats hot spices ____ 
Pink, pliable nails____!     Courageous____ ! !   Alcohol to excess___
Undue hunger ____!     Organized/efficient____  !   Anger/violent temper__
! ! ! ! !
TOTAL____
! !
Physical  ! !      Temperament ! !   Under Stress 
Thick, wide frame____     Slow speech____ ! !   Over sleep____
Good stamina____ !     Calm____ ! ! !   Overeat/ or loss
Strong____ ! !     Responsible for Others___ ! !   of appetite____
Thick oily cool skin___    Steady faith____ ! !   Excess mucus____
Weight in hips/thighs__   Slow, prolonged memory___   Water retention___
White, even teeth____     Stubborn____ ! !   Overweight____
Thick lustrous hair____   Forgiving____ ! !   Lazy/inert____
Large eyes____  !     Loyal____  ! ! !   Greedy____
Well-lubricated! Joints___ Nurturing____ ! !   Depressed____ 
!  !    
TOTAL____

©Laura Plumb |  VedaWise  |  VedaWise.com  |  Food-ALoveStory.com  |  lauraplumb@san.rr.com

ARE YOU VATA, PITTA, KAPHA? 
Determining Your Dosha is Key to Achieving Wellness, Joy, Abundance & Ease

VedaWise
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AYURVEDA 
COOKING 

If there were only one thing you could do to improve your health, what would that be? 

The answer might surprise you. 
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Creating personally sourced, home-made meals is the most important thing you 
can do for your health. Not only can it help you feel better, and likely live a 
longer, healthier life, but enjoying more of your meals, prepared from fresh, 
natural ingredients, in the warmth and comfort of your own home, can help 
alleviate many of the common health concerns we now see in our modern lives. 

Preparing meals at home ensures they are made with 
the most wholesome ingredients available. It connects 
you with mother nature’s wisdom, while you immerse 
yourself in the creativity of the kitchen. Enjoying your 
meals in a warm, peaceful, embracing environment 
enhances your capacity to digest, metabolize and fully 

nourish yourself. Most importantly, you can infuse the entire experience with 
love, which is always the most important ingredient of any meal. 

Every cell in your body is formed by food. Your bones, muscles, organs, and 
tissues are all formed by the food you eat, and food either nourishes, or it impairs 
and imbalances. Give yourself the best. Always.

Ayurveda teaches us that three meals a day is essential, and that our meals 
should be cooked and served warm. Cold foods suppress the digestive fires 
within us, can stress our capacity to digest and metabolize, and even can weaken 
our immune systems. We should seek to eat at the same time each day as much 
as possible so that our bodies feel a sense of cyclical rhythm in harmony with 
nature. Breakfast should be a small meal, enjoyed early in the morning. Lunch 
should be our largest meal since it’s at the peak of the day when our digestive 
fires are at their brightest and we most need the energy. Dinner should be 
another light meal and taken several hours before bedtime. A good rule of thumb 
is breakfast shortly after sunrise, lunch at noon, and dinner in the early evening.

Finally, the manner in which you approach and eat your meals also healing or 
disrupting.  The more present and peaceful you are during the preparation and 
enjoyment of your meals, the more your body and mind will be nourished by the 
experience. Bring your fullest awareness to your meal. Notice the aromas, the 
colors, the tastes and textures. Enjoy your meals slowly, savoring each moment. 
Truly, the quality of your life, and your very life itself, will be the better for it.
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While Ayurveda is highly personalized, there are universal principles: 

1. Eat more organic, fresh food: remember, food either nourishes or poisons.  
2. Fire up digestion: chew on mint or fennel seeds, or sip ginger tea with meals.  
3. Balance your dosha: notice how you feel. Give yourself what you need. 
4. Be in nature as much as possible: let nature heal.  
5. Turn off the TV, turn down the noise: eat in silence.  
6. Pay attention to how you feed your mind, heart, spirit.  
 
Nutrition is foundational to Ayurveda science and to all aspects of its healing 
modalities. For any of Ayurveda’s remedies to be successful, to “grow health,” 
we must first nurture a healthy inner soil, a fertile ground within. This is what 
we do with Ayurvedic meals. 

Ayurvedic healing is also a web. Each healing modality is only as good as the 
relationships it can form in you - the relationships with your food body, your 
mental body, your emotional body, your intelligence, your environment, your 
own relationships, your spirit. 

Ayurveda is an opportunity to “remember” the peaceful, agrarian culture from 
which we all emerged and which is still encoded in our DNA. It is an 
opportunity to access the purity and potency of nature’s medicine, the healing 
abundance of Mother Earth, and our own tremendous power to truly heal 
ourselves, our lives, our relationships, and ultimately even our communities.

The ancient science of Ayurveda is really the art of living wisely, as it empowers 
people to make choices that nurture and sustain balance, wellness, vitality, 
confidence, and full self-expression. Through Ayurveda we become the master of 
our lives, living its wisdom artfully.

As you go though this course, I invite you to reflect 
upon what nurtures you, and to consider what it 
would take to sustain this nurturing each and 
every day. Nature wants this for you, and so do I.
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COURSE SUGGESTIONS

This course is designed to build consecutively. Take each lesson one at a time. 
Integrate the practices before trying to learn new ones. Or, watch all the videos 
and then come back and incorporate one at a time. Take it as you like, but take it 
with deep breaths and immense self-love. Ayurveda is a science of care - we 
learn, practice, heal through profound self-care and love. Let this course be 
encouragement to love yourself, and your life, more and more every day. 

The recipes included are suggestions. Use them for inspiration. Let yourself be 
creative and intuitive. Ask your body what it needs. Make this an exercise in 
listening, trusting, honoring the wisdom of you!

At the end of this booklet you will find Notes pages which you can use for self-
observation. Taking notes can help you become more aware of what your body is 
communicating, and how your eating and lifestyle habits affect your energy and 
your well-being. 

Eat fresh nourishing foods, including whole grains, beans and vegetables lightly 
cooked with small amounts of healthy oils such as olive oil, coconut oil, or ghee. 

Check out your local Farmer’s Market to see what is in season now and ask your 
local farmers how they like to prep their produce. Go on an adventure to explore 
the immense variety of vegetables, their unique tastes, and all the delicious ways 
they can be prepared.

Avoid fried, processed, canned, frozen and microwaved foods. Reduce your 
intake of dairy products and processed grains 
such as wheat, or baked goods. These foods 
slow digestion and clog the channels.

Drink warm water with fresh squeezed lemon 
juice throughout the day to stay hydrated and 
encourage cellular detoxification. 
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The Ayurveda saying is “Water before a meal reduces. Water after a meal adds.”  
The wisdom is that too much water after a meal can diminish your agni. Sip 
water before and during lunch, then take a 30 minute break after lunch. 

Stoke your digestive fire by sipping ginger or mint tea with your meals, and 
spice your food with dosha balancing herbs and spices such as ginger, cumin, 
cinnamon, cardamom, clove, basil, black pepper, cilantro, fennel, coriander. 

How much to eat? The texts say to fill your stomach half with food, one quarter 
with liquid, and to “leave the final quarter for God.”

What about snacks? One of my teachers says, “Eat three meals a day, and in 
between, zip the lip!” It is best to keep to three meals a day, and allow yourself to 
feel hunger, meaning to receive your body’s communication that your last meal 
is fully digested and your digestive fires is available for your next meal, before 
eating again. However, if you do get hungry between meals, healthy snacking 
includes fresh fruit, veggies and hummus, avocado toast, etc.

Ayurveda likes us to cook fresh at every meal, but for reality’s sake, when there 
are leftovers, meals can be kept covered in the pot for 8-10 hours. This turns 
lunch into dinner, or a dinner soup into breakfast. When reheating, add rice 
water (congee) or vegetable broth, ghee and a pinch of spice, fresh ingredients 
like grated carrots, broccoli, celery, spinach, raisins, or chopped apple to vitalize 
the prana of the dish.  

What about salt? Salt helps with digestion and enhances flavor.  Where salt is 
called for in a recipe it always means pink, mineral, rock, or sea salt.  

 

You are the coming alive of the forces of life, light and 
love. Our world needs you now to be that aliveness 
that brings forth energy, intelligence and compassion. 
My prayer is that this course helps you feel radiant 
aliveness every day, and to know the sacred, 
sumptuous wholeness that you are!
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NOTES 
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